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Abstract The main goal of the JEM-EUSO experiment is the study of Ultra High
Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR, 1019 − 1021 eV ), but the method which will be used
(detection of the secondary light emissions induced by cosmic rays in the atmosphere) allows to study other luminous phenomena. The UHECRs will be detected
through the measurement of the emission in the range between 290 and 430 m,
where some part of Transient Luminous Events (TLEs) emission also appears. This
work discusses the possibility of using the JEM-EUSO Telescope to get new scientific results on TLEs. The high time resolution of this instrument allows to observe
the evolution of TLEs with great precision just at the moment of their origin. The
paper consists of four parts: review of the present knowledge on the TLE, presentation of the results of the simulations of the TLE images in the JEM-EUSO telescope,
results of the Russian experiment Tatiana–2 and discussion of the possible progress
achievable in this field with JEM-EUSO as well as possible cooperation with other
space projects devoted to the study of TLE – TARANIS and ASIM. In atmospheric
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physics, the study of TLEs became one of the main physical subjects of interest after
their discovery in 1989. In the years 1992 – 1994 detection was performed from
satellite, aircraft and space shuttle and recently from the International Space Station. These events have short duration (milliseconds) and small scales (km to tens
of km) and appear at altitudes 50 – 100 km. Their nature is still not clear and each
new experimental data can be useful for a better understanding of these mysterious
phenomena.
Keywords Transient Luminous Events · Elves · Sprites · Jets - Atmospheric
phenomena

1 Introduction
The Transient Luminous Events are bright, short-lived, atmospheric phenomena
occurring above the clouds level, some of them reaching the ionosphere.
The first suggestion on the existence of that kind of phenomena was given by the
Scottish physicists C.T.R. Wilson in 1925 [1], who observed that at a certain altitude
above the clouds level the value of the electric field connected to the thunder cloud
discharge equals the critical value of the electric field allowing for the conventional
breakdown mechanism. This in turn means the production of light.
First confirmed observations of the light phenomena above clouds level date since
1989. The experimental discovery of one type of these events was made accidentally
in 1989 by scientists from the University of Minnesota Robert Franz, Robert Nemzek
and John Winckler. These first detections were related to a phenomenon, which now
is called the red sprite. The observation was performed during night time, and only
in 1998 Mark Stanley and his collaborators from New Mexico Tech observed a day
time sprite [2]. Since then, thousands of observations of different types of TLEs have
been carried out from aircrafts, balloons, space stations and satellites. Apart from
red sprites, other types of TLE – blue jets, elves, halos and trolls - were observed.
(Different types of TLE are schematically shown in the Fig. 1). According to all
collected up to date observations, the TLEs are triggered by a significant electric
discharge either inside a cloud or between the cloud and the Earth, which causes
strong electromagnetic field above the cloud system. The electromagnetic field is a
source of different light phenomena, some of them clasified as TLEs. It is estimated
that the energy produced in the atmosphere by all types of TLEs is about 700 MJ
per minute [3]. In the case of sprites and elves the positive or negative cloud to Earth
discharges are the necessary condition for this type of TLE to occur. Therefore, a
strong correlation between the frequency of the thunderstorms and the sprites and
elves is observed but the mechanism responsible for triggering the TLEs is still not
clearly explained.
The wavelengths that these phenomena may produce depend on the composition of
the atmosphere above the clouds – mainly Nitrogen – and on the allowed transitions
observed in the molecules.
As JEM-EUSO detects wavelengths in the range 290 to 430 nm, we will consider
only the second positive line of Nitrogen with possible wavelenghts of 268 – 546 nm.
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Fig. 1 A schematic overview of different types of the Transient Luminous Events. This picture comes
from [4]

Other lines are either outside the visible spectrum of JEM-EUSO or their intensity is
much lower than the second positive line of Nitrogen [5].

2 JEM-EUSO in the TLE context
2.1 General description
The JEM-EUSO mission is devoted to the observation of Extensive Air Showers
(EAS) produced by UHECRs traversing the Earth’s atmosphere from above. For each
event, the detector will make accurate measurements of the energy, arrival direction and nature of the primary particle using a target volume far greater than what
is achievable from ground [6]. The corresponding increase in statistics will help to
clarify the origin and sources of UHECRs as well as to bring new light onto particle
physics mechanisms responsible of production, propagation and acceleration.
2.2 The detector
JEM-EUSO will be attached to the Japanese Experiment Module (JEM) of the International Space Station (ISS) at an orbit of 400 km above the surface of the Earth. The
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JEM-EUSO detecting system consists of a telescope with three Fresnel lenses and
a focal surface made of photomultipliers and associated electronics, which converts
the photons collected by the lenses into photoelectrons. The focal surface consists of
some 3 · 105 pixels, each with an independent read out. The diameter of the telescope
aperture is about 2.5 meters. The instrument will work in two modes: the nadir mode
and the tilted mode. It is planned to have the detector work in the nadir mode for 2
years and then in the tilted mode for further 3 years. The time unit used for sampling
the data is 2.5 microseconds. The field of view (FoV) of the detector is 60◦ . The
wavelengths measured by the detector may range from 290 to 430 nm. In addition to
this main telescope part, the detection system is completed by an Atmospheric Monitoring system consisting of an Infrared Camera and a LIDAR to provide information
concerning the cloud top height. A calibration system, which measures the efficiencies of the optics, of the focal surface and the data acquisition system is provided as
well.
2.3 Triggering
The photomultipliers of the JEM–EUSO detectors operate correctly with the total
charge not exceeding 250 pC per KI per time unit, which, in the case of JEMEUSO, is 2.5μs, which is assumed to be the Gate Time Unit (GTU). A KI is a 4
by 2 pixels unit. Assuming the 10 % efficiency of the optics and the electronics of
the detector, this corresponds to 6.24 · 1015 photoelectrons per KI per second, or
1.56 · 1010 photoelectrons per KI per GTU. If this value is exceeded the voltage on
the photomultipliers will be reduced so that the detection system remains safe.

3 Estimation of TLE frequency for JEM–EUSO based on Tatiana–2
experimental data
The global occurrence of TLE can be obtained in space-borne experiments. Only few
detectors devoted to TLE measurements were launched to the orbit: ISUAL on board
FORMOSAT–2 satellite [7], UV detector on board Universitetsky-Tatiana satellite
[8], UV and IR detector on board Universitetsky-Tatiana–2 satellite [9] and JEMGLIMS on board ISS [10]. ISUAL and JEM-GLIMS have spatial resolution and
provide spectral measurements in wide wavelength bands, but Tatiana–1 and Tatiana–
2 detectors provide measurements in 240 – 400 nm, in the same wavelength range as
EAS fluorescent radiation. It is important to mention that in both Tatiana experiments
and in JEM-EUSO PMTs with UV filters are used to measure radiation. Oscillograms of fast luminous events are recorded. Tatiana–1 detector recorded only one
flash (transient) event per orbit (because of poor transmission channel between satellite and ground receiving station) and obtained small statistics (≈ 300 TLE events
during two years of operation). Tatiana–2 could measure the most powerful event per
each minute during night part of orbit, which allowed to collect larger transient statistics (more than 2500 TLE events during three months). More details about detectors
and their results are in [11, 12]. Global distribution of all transient events, obtained by
Tatiana–2 satellite is presented in the Fig. 2. The observations of TLE were conducted
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Fig. 2 Global distribution of all transient events

only on the night side of night part of the satellite orbit. The local night determines
the distinct borders of observations: 60◦ of latitude in the Northern hemisphere and
30◦ in Southern hemisphere. Most of events are concentrated above continents in
equatorial regions of America, Africa and Indo – China, this distribution seems similar to common lightning distribution. But the unexpected effect can be seen if we
divide all events into groups with various energy ranges (number of photons). Events
with smaller number of photons have more even geographical distribution and do not
obviously correlate with huge thunderstorm regions (Fig. 3).
Tatiana’s UV detectors have no spatial resolution and it is impossible to definitely
distinguish types of TLE, to determine their actual size and spatial light emission
distribution. However, the collected statistics allows us to estimate the low limit
of transient event rate expected for space-borne detectors like JEM–EUSO and its
influence on their duty cycle. In the period October 2009 – January 2010 Tatiana–2
detectors orbited the Earth 797 times with 320 hours of operation time in shadowed
”night” part. During these three months 2628 events with NADC > 80 were measured. The data of Tatiana–2 satellite of TLE events is recorded in a digital way and
consists of 128 ms oscillograms of ADC code (NADC ) and PMT high voltage code
(M). ADC code means the signal amplitude and M corresponds to a PMT gain. The
average rate of TLE events from this data is 0.13 min−1 or 10−4 hr−1 km−2 . The
instantaneous frequency of TLE in local thunderstorm area could be significantly
higher (∼ 10−3 hr−1 km−2 ). It is worth noticing that this number is order of magnitude higher than TLE frequency, measured by ISUAL [12, 13]. It could be explained
by the sensitivity of the detector whose instrumental threshold is ∼ 1020 in photon
number. As it was mentioned above, these faint flashes are distributed more evenly
in global map. ISUAL can not measure them.
To estimate the number of TLE events which could be measured by JEM-EUSO
or influence its operation, we should take into account the ratio of detectors fields
of view. Tatiana-2 observed an area of 7 · 104 km2 , JEM-EUSO in nadir mode will
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Fig. 3 Global map of transients with photon number less than 5 · 1021 in the atmosphere

observe 2 · 105 km2 , three times larger than Tatiana–2. It means that JEM-EUSO will
measure one UV flash from atmospheric phenomena at least every third minute. In
the worst case, when the size of TLE is comparable to JEM-EUSO FoV (for example
in case of a large elve) or very intensive TLE which produces a huge amount of light
scattered in detectors parts, it can cause a pause in EAS measurements for 70 seconds
(it is the most conservative estimation of dead time within which the light source will
leave JEM-EUSO FoV). Such dead time is ∼ 40 % of the duty cycle. This is the
upper bound. To obtain more feasible numbers we should take into account energy
(number of photons) distribution of observed events.
The typical event measured by Tatiana–2 satellite has about 104 photons per ms
in 0.4 cm2 aperture of detector. It means that more than 106 transient photons per
GTU (2.5 μs) will come in JEM-EUSO aperture (4.5 m2 ). The JEM-EUSO optics
efficiency (0.4) and the difference between orbit altitude of ISS (≈ 400 km) and
Tatiana–2 satellite (≈ 830 km) were taken into account. In these calculations spatial light distribution in transients was not considered. Transient photons may be
distributed among many pixels of photo receiver and signal in each pixel could
be smaller. Actual size of TLE depends on its type. In case of elves this signal
will be distributed among almost all pixels and will give few photoelectrons per
GTU. Smaller events will significantly affect the operation of several specific Photo
Detector Modules (PDM) and just slightly reduce the FoV.
The rest of the photo detector will be illuminated by diffuse light scattered in
the detector (for our estimations we will consider diffuse light as 10 % of the total
number of photons per event). Diffuse light gives a signal increase of ≈ 0.5 photoelectrons per GTU in one pixel. This is a minor addition to background signal
which will not influence detector threshold and therefore a duty cycle. The fraction
of flashes which produce more than 2 photoelectrons per GTU of scattered light in
each pixel is 20 % of all measured by Tatiana–2 satellite. If we consider 70 seconds
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pause only for these TLE the dead time becomes near 8 %. This number is consistent
with other estimations of duty cycle which take into account clouds and thunderstorm
regions.

4 Estimation of the TLE light collected by the JEM–EUSO experiment
4.1 Elves
The most common phenomena are ELVES – Emission of Light and VLF perturbations due to Electromagnetic Pulse Sources [14]. They occur at the lower ionosphere,
at altitudes of about 90 km. They are concentric rings of light expanding with speed
close to the speed of light. The diameter of the elves disk may range from 200 to
500 km. The whole process of expansion takes up to a millisecond.
The possible mechanism of production of an elve is as follows. Firstly, a strong
lightning occurs - which translates into a rapid change in the electric field in the
atmosphere. This produces an electromagnetic pulse propagating upwards through
the atmosphere and eventually reaches the ionosphere where it causes production of
light observed as an elve. To estimate the image viewed by the JEM–EUSO detector
while observing an elve example, we have estimated the parameters of the average
elve basing our assumptions on the results provided by the ISUAL experiment and
presented in [3]. The occurrence rate of the elves is 35 per minute around the world.
The spatially averaged brightness of an elve presented in [3] is: 0.17 ± 0.08 MR =
1.36 · 1014 ph sr−1 m−2 s−1 . The unit R stands for “Rayleigh” (unit of photon flux)
typically used for these atmospheric phenomena. We assume an elve with the diameter of 300 km and the timescale of 2 ms = 800 GTU, which should allow for
recording of the whole event and the observation directly in the JEM-EUSO detector
in the nadir mode. This is the least favorable scenario in the sense that the geometry
of the system allows for the maximum amount of light reaching the focal surface of
the detector.
With all these assumptions, we get 9.25 · 1011 photons, which is an estimate for
the whole event, in all wavelength channels. As elves are ionospheric phenomena,
they are mostly red. The contribution of “blue” wavelengths is marginal. If we take
13 % of the obtained photons fitting our wavelength requirements (second positive
line of Nitrogen), we will get the estimated number as: 1.2 · 1011 photons. This number of photons will be recorded as a total number by all pixels of the focal surface
throughout the duration of the event.
The number of pixels in the JEM-EUSO detector is 315 648, it equals to about
40 000 KIs. The distribution of the photons among the separate KIs has not been
considered here. Similarly, the time distribution of the incoming photons has not been
taken into account in this work.
Both these factors will reduce the number of photons reaching a KI in one GTU
by a few orders of magnitude. It is also important to note that the estimation relates
to one such event and not to the total number of photons coming from other sources
in the atmosphere. The calculations here presented are based on averaged results,
while the most dangerous for the photomultipliers are the extreme cases of events
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producing light, for which the order of magnitude of the brightness may be a few
hundred times greater.
The observed characteristics of different types of TLE can be found in the Table 1.
4.2 Sprites
Sprites are associated with giant storm clouds with dimensions over 1000 km producing strong electric field in the mesosphere in a volume of over 104 km3 . Sprites
are massive but weak luminous flashes, appearing at altitudes of 40 – 90 km. The
heads of sprites are predominantly red. The brightest region lies in the altitude range
65 – 75 km, above which there is often a faint red glow structure that extends to
about 90 km. Below the bright red region, blue tendril-like filamentary structures
often extend downward to 40 km. Sprites rarely appear singly, usually occurring
in groups – two, three or more. The duration of sprites is of the order of milliseconds. Currents of the lightning strokes associated with sprites reach the intensity
of more than 100 kA [17]. The pictures of sprites obtained from the ground and
from aircraft show complex structures that assume a variety of forms. Early research
reports for these events called them “upward lightning”, “upward discharges”, “cloud
– to – stratosphere discharges” and “cloud – to – ionosphere discharges”. Now
they are called sprites. The tendril – streamer structure under the upper part of
the phenomenon – the so called head of a sprite shows extremely interesting and
as yet not fully explained phenomenon of merging streamers, which form bright
Table 1 Principal types of TLE in the upper atmosphere [16]
Type

Altitude

Transverse

Spatial

Apparent

of TLEs

Regime

Dimensions

Characteristics

Motion

Sprites

∼ 50 − 90 km

∼ 1 − 20 km

Top (> 80 km)

Top –

diffuse

upward

Bottom (< 70

Bottom –

km)

downward

Duration

few ms

structured
Elves

∼ 90 km

> 100 km

Diffuse

Lateral

∼ ms

expansion
Blue jets

∼ 18 − 45 km

few km

Structured

Upward

hundreds ms

Giant

∼ 18 − 75 km

few km

Structured

Upward

hundreds ms

Hallos

∼ 75 km

50 km

Diffuse

Downward

∼ ms

Trolls

∼ 60 − 70 km

kms

Structured

Upward

hundreds ms

Blue jets

within
decaying
sprite
tendrils
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spherical structures – the beads. Measurements of microsecond time resolution may
help to explain the mechanism behind the phenomenon. The brightness measured
by ISUAL is 1.5 ± 1.1 MR, which translates into some 3.48 · 1011 ph in total and
1.46 · 1011 in the wavelength region detected by the JEM-EUSO. This number is the
spatially integrated amount of photons recorded throughout the whole event duration.
4.3 Other types of TLE
Blue Jets Blue jets are optical ejections from the top of the electrically most active
regions of thunderstorms. Following their emergence from the top of the thundercloud, they typically propagate upward in narrow structure in form of cones of about
15 degrees full width at vertical speeds of roughly 100 km/s, fanning out and disappearing at heights of about 40 – 50 km. At the base their diameter is about 400
m. Blue jets are rather rare events. Their appearance rate is much lower than that
of sprites. Blue jets are not aligned with the local magnetic field. They are triggered by the electric field inside the cloud. Their appearance is not connected to a
cloud–to–ground discharge. The brightness of blue jets is estimated as 0.5 MR [15].
Gigantic Jets They are much larger than the Blue Jets. Gigantic Jets originate form
the cloud top and develop into a tree-like structure reaching the lower ionosphere.
Their propagate upward at the speed of about 100 km/s. The ISUAL measured only
8 such events. The brightest one was 0.8 MR.

5 Conclusions and the future
The frequency of occurrence of the TLE events is large. Their characteristics have
been described by different groups working with detectors into orbit and with on
ground detecting systems. JEM-EUSO is unique in that its time and spatial resolution
is very high and will allow time evolution measurement. Two more experiments dedicated to measuring TLEs will soon be put into orbit: ASIM and Taranis. The set of
data produced by all these experiments may create an exceptional chance to further
investigate the spatial and time evolution of the TLEs.
The amount of light produced by the two most common types of TLEs does not
pose danger to the photomultipliers of the detector. However, these phenomena constitute a significant background to the detection of UHECRs. Many aspects of the
detection of the signal from the TLEs remain to be considered in next developments
of this work. One interesting path would also be to test the possibility of finding correlations between the occurrence of very energetic particles in the Earth’s atmosphere
and the occurrence and magnitude of sprites. These goals are in the reach of the JEM
- EUSO mission in space and, thoghether with its unique features above mentioned,
they may lead to significant steps forward in the field of Transient Luminous Events
research.
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